CAC Kids Archaeology and Geology trip to North Devon, June 30th/July 1st 2012

The team

On the morning of Saturday 30th June our intrepid explorers began arriving at the wonderful Stoke Barton
Farm campsite, a working farm situated on the North Devon coast. With stunning views out to sea and
overlooked by St. Nectan's church with its disproportionately tall tower, St Nectan's has for generations
served as a navigational aid to seafarers. The sea was the key to our weekend activities as we explored
geology exposed by the forces of the tide, shipwrecks and lighthouses.
With a team of 19 gathered, our booklets and new CAC Kids T shirts distributed and tents pitched, it was
time to start the proceedings with a picnic lunch under the official CAC Kids flag.

Campsite picnic

To stretch the legs after the long journey from Bristol, we had the perfect facilities in the form of a football
pitch and playground in the next field. In no time, two teams had been selected and a fast and furious
football match ensued, eventually, even some of CAC kids joined in! There were some excellent skills
demonstrated by Catherine and Donald Murphy and some spectacular saves from George Swann in goal.

Football action on what must be the most scenic football pitch in the world!

With the football match over, the adults bearing beaming smiles, it was time to extract the non-footballing
CAC Kids from the trampoline and swings for a walk over the fields and down to Hartland Quay.
First stop was the shipwreck museum, two rooms dedicated to this stormy coastline and the ships that
became victims of the weather and rocks. Armed with some questions on the exhibits ranging from bits of
ship, aeroplanes and knots, we spent productive time exploring the small museum and discovering and
writing down the answers to the questions.

Walking down to Hartland Quay and exploring the Shipwreck Museum

From the museum, we headed down to the slipway to look at the astonishing geology, the result of
continental collision some 320 million years ago. With clipboards and special geology recording sheets, we
recorded the up folds, down folds and the rare open fold, all visible in the photograph below.

Studying and drawing the geology

Research complete, and prompted by a shower, we strolled over to the Wreckers Retreat for our supper and
a spot of Wimbledon on the television. The adults enjoyed some excellent wines and ales and everybody
had delicious food.
Revitalised, and with the sun shining again we headed back down the slipway, and with the tide now out, we
had a great opportunity to explore the beach and the rock pools and conduct some geological experiments.
This was excellent; the key experiment was our reconstruction of a "turbidite current". The sedimentary rock
at Hartland Quay was laid down through this process. Reconstruction was complex, we needed an

earthquake. Dylan, Hannah, George and Jaimee provided this, each by jumping up and down beside a rock
pool, and sure enough, down flowed the sand to the bottom of the pool settling to what would become, over
millennia, the sandstone and mudstone so characteristic of this area.

The turbidite experiment

Dylan Hicks creating an earthquake

Our resident geologist, Pete Ellwood, went on to point out other geological features on seashore rock to our,
it has to be said, most enthusiastic and receptive mini geologists. Absolutely superb - well done everybody!

Pete giving a lecture on sandstone

Low tide at Hartland Quay is stunning, we were also able to make out what remains of the old quay and
appreciate simply awesome geology.

Exploring rock pools

Having run out of superlatives, it was time to stroll back to the tents, or lifts for those had studied to rock
pools perhaps just a little too close up and were rather damp (Hannah and Sophie of course!).

A peaceful evening stroll back to Stoke Barton Farm

Back at the campsite we had another project to undertake - the excavation.
We had a suspicion that the Hartland Peninsular, and indeed the precise vicinity of our tents, had been home
to people of antiquity. The land owners - the Davey family - had kindly given us permission to conduct a
small excavation so armed with trowels and finds bags, we carefully began our dig.
Just under the turf, our first find was quickly revealed - a tent peg. This would make sense and we concluded
that this was a recent deposit. Close analysis revealed the tent peg to be from Blacks, dated to around 2010.

Archaeology action

A little further down in the trench we stumbled across two small pieces of tree trunk, both with very clear tree
rings. We learnt that if we counted these rings, we would have an indication of the age of the tree when it
was chopped down. This we worked out, with the help of our CAC magnifying glasses, to be 25 years. Older
that the tent peg! We could also spot, by the width of the rings, whether it had been a good year for growth,
or a bad one.
Our next find further down in our trench was equally interesting, a small hoard of medieval coins. Close
examination revealed these to be silver pennies of King Stephen (c1092 - 1154), almost 900 years old. By
strange coincidence, our special mini archaeologist context sheets had an image of King Stephen so we
could get a good idea of what the fellow looked like from this and the coins themselves.

A penny of King Stephen – post excavation

And so the dig continued and in time, we encountered pottery and more coins, but these were older still. This
was a small hoard of Roman coins, from the time of Constantine (272-337), some 1700 years old. Again, by
strange coincidence, an image of Constantine, or rather his statue, adorned our context sheet. We
contemplated what our Roman friend might have bought with his coins had he not (as we deduced) lost
them. Ice Cream was the obvious answer.

One of the Roman hoard – post excavation

At the very bottom of our trench we found some flint that Abby George, our resident archaeologist,
determined to be (almost) Neolithic. This would make it some 4000 years old. Wow. (Actually, Abby is a very
good archaeologist and recognised that this was probably knapped with a hammer in the vicinity of Fishpool
Hill a few weeks ago!). What was immediately apparent was how sharp this stuff is, it was kept well away
from our mini archaeologists.

Our flint

We had had a word with the relevant authorities who happily allowed our CAC kids to keep a Roman coin
each, a token of appreciation for their hard work.
The dig over, we had all learnt a key lesson about stratigraphy – that things at the bottom of our trench were
older than the stuff at the top. All that remained was to backfill our trench and head back to the tents for
marshmallows cooked over the camp fire, some cake for the lucky birthday girl who got to go camping on her
special day, and a few tunes on the guitar.

Marshmallows and dodgy guitar around the camp fire

After a night of intermittent showers, we awoke to a bright morning and the aroma of cooking bacon drifting
over the tents. Whilst the CAC Kids played in the fields, the tents were packed up and we set off for our first
site - Hartland Point, in search of a shipwreck. After an interesting drive along some very narrow lanes, we
arrived at the lighthouse. We were able to look down on the wreck of the Johanna that foundered in 1982 –
bits of which, such as the ships bell, we had seen in the museum.

Some of the team at Hartland Point, and the wreck of the Johanna

After a cup of tea and a biscuit, it was off to our final destination - Westward Ho!

Reconvening on the beach, it wasn't hard to find us with the CAC Kids flag flying outstretched in the brisk
wind. With the tide coming in fast, we had to get cracking with the treasure hunt, this time with a marine
theme.

Kite flying on a breezy Westward Ho! Beach

Our flags were set up by rock pools and CAC Kids were divided into two teams. The object to collect
anything interesting that could be found in the rock pools. Some fascinating creatures emerged, winkles, an
urchin, seaweed and shells. At the final flag, the Jolly Roger of course, we found a bottle, with a message
inside. Was the message, a cry for help from somebody stranded on Lundy Island, or perhaps a treasure
map? Unfortunately not. It was a poem, by Anon of the Clifton Antiquarian Club. Being too windy, and at
twice the length of the Pembrokeshire poem, the ceremonial recital was impractical and we moved straight to
the presentations under our purple flag.

Presentations under the CAC Kids flag

Once again, George Swann handed out the Certificates of Archaeological and Geological Greatness to all
our CAC Kids, together with their personalised version of the poem as a souvenir of their weekend
adventures.
The high tide and wind also prevented the usual CAC Kids beach fun, so once the treasure hunt creatures
were safely returned to their rock pools, it was time to conclude the proceedings, with the usual suspects
popping into the Pig on the Hill pub for a roast dinner.
Another great trip, once again our CAC Kids behaved impeccably and we have spotted that, as they get
older, they are becoming increasingly enthusiastic about our activities and experiments. Thank you to:
George Swann, Hannah Swann, Niamh George, Jaimee Ellwood, Sophie Ellwood, Alice Murphy, Sophie
Shattock, Dylan Hicks.
It was also lovely to have Ellie McQueen join us; there is no need to bring a child to enjoy CAC Kids days out
and weekends away.

Also thank you to the parents for joining in and making this another great event that we know our CAC Kids
found enjoyable and inspiring. If anybody has any artwork or archaeology or geology context sheets that
they would like to see published in our forthcoming CAC Kids Transactions, please send them in to us, either
in original or electronic versions. You can have originals back when we have scanned them.
Anon of the Clifton Antiquarian Club was particularly pleased with the poem for this trip, which is published
below with a view to receiving an invitation for a recital at the Hay Festival next year!
Other acknowledgements:
Ellie McQueen
Donovan Hawley
Pete Ellwood and John Swann
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Ode to a Devon Weekend

Adventure number two in this great CAC Kids year,
And this time we had no pirates to fear,
Instead we had rocks, shipwrecks and history,
Geology and rock pools, and maybe a mystery.

We counted tree rings, found flints Neolithic,
This excavation lark really is quite terrific,
But the day drawing on, the sun setting afar,
It was back to the tents and the dodgy guitar.

Down at the quay, a collision most terrible,
The result of which was rather incredible,
Rocks were squashed and rocks were folded,
As two huge continents slowly collided.

The following day, after a jolly good kip,
We visited a lighthouse, spied the wreck of a ship,
Then off to the beach at last we would go,
and non other than, the great Westward Ho!

Fortunately for us, this was a long time ago,
The pub is intact, so in we shall go,
But first the museum, and shipwrecks to spot,
And yes it is true, a Matthew Walker's a knot.

So down on the shoreline, to search pools in the rocks,
For seaweeds and molluscs, we took off our socks,
Then some flying of kites, in neat synchronisation,
Blimey that took some organisation.

Back at the campsite there were finds to uncover,
By digging a hole, the past we discovered,
We found coins, Medieval and Roman,
But what a great shame that neither were golden.

As our adventure concluded we had one final theme,
A treasure hunt with a difference, the clues were
marine,
And then, at last, with big smiles and a gleam,
It was off to the van for fantastic ice cream.

Let's pause for a moment and consider that Roman,
Strolling close by, his pocket with a hole in,
One thousand years later, and for maybe the same
reason,
Our Medieval friend drops his coins of King Stephen.
800 years later and what did we find?
Some rubbish, a camper perhaps left behind,
And the relevance of this, as we told you quite happily,
Is the beauty of something we know as stratigraphy.
Anonymous
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But what of that mystery, was it really that big?
How do you think we knew where to dig?
To show that nothing should be taken for granted,
There was a faint possibility that our finds had been
planted.
But this needn't matter, what a lot we learnt,
And another CAC certificate, so admirably earned,
And not only that, but in a bottle a rhyme,
A dubious poem to remember our time.

